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COMPLIANCE INSPECTION PROCESS
ODO conducts oversight inspections of ICE detention facilities with an average daily population
greater than 10, and where detainees are housed for over 72 hours, to assess compliance with ICE
national detention standards. These inspections focus solely on facility compliance with detention
standards that directly affect detainee life, health, safety, and/or well-being. 4
ODO identifies violations of ICE detention standards, ICE policies, or operational procedures, as
"deficiencies." ODO highlights instances when the facility resolves deficiencies prior to
completion of the ODO inspection. Where applicable, these corrective actions are annotated with
"C" under the Compliance Inspection Findings section of this report.
Upon completion of each inspection, ODO conducts a closeout briefing with facility and local
ERO officials to discuss preliminary findings. A summary of these findings is shared with ERO
management officials. Thereafter, ODO provides ICE leadership with a final compliance
inspection report to: (i) assist ERO in developing and initiating corrective action plans; and (ii)
provide senior executives with an independent assessment of facility operations. ODO’s findings
inform ICE executive management in its decision-making to better allocate resources across the
agency’s entire detention inventory.
ODO was unable to conduct an on-site inspection of this facility, as a result of the COVID-19
pandemic, and instead, conducted a remote inspection of the facility. During this remote
inspection, ODO interviewed facility staff, ERO field office staff, and detainees, reviewed files
and detention records, and was able to assess compliance for at least 90 percent or more of the ICE
national detention standards reviewed during the inspection.
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ODO reviews the facility’s compliance with selected standards in their entirety.
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Medical Care: One detainee stated her concern about a thread inside her abdomen as the cause for
her abdominal pain near her caesarean section site.
•

Action Taken: ODO interviewed the HSA and confirmed the detainee received a
medical evaluation upon her arrival to the facility on November 9, 2021. On November
17, 2021, the detainee submitted a sick a call request about pain around her caesarean
section site and met with a facility nurse on the same day. The nurse prescribed pain
medication to be taken as needed until the nurse practitioner (NP) could evaluate the
detainee. On November 18, 2021, the NP examined the detainee and diagnosed her with
scar tissue and fibrosis of the skin. The NP recommended continued use of the pain
medication and prescribed an antibiotic. On November 23, 2021, the facility medical
staff reevaluated the detainee and did not record any further concerns from the detainee
about pain or discomfort at her caesarean site. On December 9, 2021, the family nurse
practitioner (FNP) met with the detainee, reassessed the detainee’s caesarean site, and
found no abnormalities. The FNP educated the detainee on the symptoms of an infection
to the caesarean site and advised her to submit a sick call request if her pain returned.

COMPLIANCE INSPECTION FINDINGS
SECURITY
ADMISSION AND RELEASE (AR)
ODO reviewed the facility’s AR policy, interviewed the AR supervisor, reviewed detention files,
and found in out of
files, the Order to Detain or Release form (Form I-203 or I-203a) did not
accompany the newly arriving detainee to the facility. Specifically, the detainee’s file contained an
Order to Release Form I-203 instead of the proper Order to Detain Form I-203 (Deficiency AR54 7). The AR supervisor confirmed the error and verified that facility staff had not released the
detainee from the facility
FUNDS AND PERSONAL PROPERTY (FPP)
ODO reviewed the facility’s FPP policy, interviewed the FPP supervisor, reviewed
detention
files, and found in out of files, the personal property inventory forms did not contain the time
the facility’s AR staff admitted the detainees into the facility (Deficiency FPP-85 8).
ODO reviewed the facility’s FPP policy, reviewed the FPP supervisor property logs, interviewed
one of the FPP supervisors, and found both on-coming and off-going supervisors did not
simultaneously conduct an audit of detainee funds, property envelopes, and large valuables, nor did
“An Order to Detain or an Order to Release the detainee (Form I-203 or I-203a), bearing the appropriate ICE/ERO
Authorizing Official signature, must accompany each newly arriving detainee…Staff shall prepare specific documents
in conjunction with each new arrival to facilitate timely processing, classification, medical screening, accounting of
personal effects and reporting of statistical data.” See ICE PBNDS 2011 (Revised 2016), Standard, Admission &
Release, Section (V)(E).
8
“The personal property inventory form must contain the following information at a minimum:
1. date and time of admission”
See ICE PBNDS 2011 (Revised 2016), Standard, Funds and Personal Property, Section (V)(I)(1).
7
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they note any changes in physical custody or access to such items during facility shift changes
(Deficiency FPP-100 9).
POST ORDERS (PO)
ODO reviewed 19 facility POs and found in 19 out of 19 POs, the facility administrator did not sign
on the last page of each post order section (Deficiency FPP-11 10).
ODO reviewed the facility’s PO program and found the armed POs did not include specific
instructions for escape attempts (Deficiency FPP-28 11).
SEARCHES OF DETAINEES (SD)
ODO reviewed the facility’s SD and Emergency Plans (EP) policies and found the facility did not
have written policy and procedures consistent with this standard for the administration of medication
treatment during lockdowns (Deficiency SD-10 12).
ODO reviewed the facility’s SD and EP policies and found the facility did not have written
procedures for toilet access nor medication delivery during lockdowns (Deficiency SD-21 13).

ACTIVITIES
CORRESPONDENCE AND OTHER MAIL (COM)
ODO reviewed the facility’s COM program and found the facility’s detainee handbook did not
clearly state the detainee’s responsibility to inform the senders to add the labeling requirement of
“special correspondence” or “legal mail” to their COM (Deficiency COM-18 14).
ODO reviewed the facility’s COM program and found the facility’s detainee handbook did not
mention that identity documents, such as passports, birth certificates, etc., in a detainee’s possession
are contraband and ICE/ERO may use as evidence against the detainee or for other purposes
“Both on-coming and off-going supervisors shall simultaneously conduct an audit of detainee funds, property
envelopes and large valuables where physical custody of, or access to such items changes with facility shift changes”
See ICE PBNDS 2011 (Revised 2016), Standard, Funds and Personal Property, Section (V)(J).
10
“The facility administrator (or designee) shall:
1. approve, sign and date each Post Order on the last page of each section;”
See ICE PBNDS 2011 (Revised 2016), Standard, Post Order, Section (V)(C)(1).
11
“Specific instructions for escape attempts shall be included in the post orders for armed posts.” See ICE PBNDS
2011 (Revised 2016), Standard, Post Order, Section (V)(F).
12
“All facilities shall have written policy and procedures consistent with this standard for the following: …
10. administration of medical treatment during “lock-downs”
See ICE PBNDS 2011 (Revised 2016), Standard, Searches of Detainees, Section (V)(A)(10).
13
“Facilities shall have written procedures to provide for basic detention services (e.g., delivery of food services, toilet
access, medication delivery) during lockdowns.” See ICE PBNDS 2011 (Revised 2016), Standard, Searches of
Detainees, Section (V)(C).
14
“At a minimum, the notification shall specify: The definition of special correspondence or legal mail, including
instructions on the proper labeling as “special correspondence” or “legal mail” to ensure that it is treated as privileged
mail; the notification shall clearly state that it is the detainee’s responsibility to inform senders of the labeling
requirement.” See ICE PBNDS 2011 (Revised 2016), Standard, Correspondence and Other Mail, Section (V)(C)(4).
9
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